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Colors That Hide
The setting sun glowed red. Soon night would fall over the African

grasslands. A zebra stood still. He listened. This was a dangerous time of day.
This was the time when lions liked to hunt. The zebra knew what to do. He ran
into the tall grass. Then he stopped. He stood still. Like magic, he seemed to
vanish and for a while he was safe. Why was he safe there?

He was safe because of his stripes. They looked a lot like the tall grass and
shadows around him. They made him hard to see. A zebra has “protective
coloring.” He looks like the things around him and that helps keep him safe. The
zebra isn’t the only animal whose color protects him. There are many others.

Baby deer are not strong. They can’t run from danger but their color helps
them hide. Their brown fur has patches of white. These look like patches of
sunlight on the ground. Some rabbits grow white fur in winter. This makes them
hard to see in the snow. Then, there’s an alligator. When he lies still, what does he
look like? A log. Why? It’s because of his bumpy skin.

At night you can see a brown owl as he peeps from a hole in a tree. His big
bright eyes give him away. They shine like little moons. What if he keeps them
almost closed? Then he’s hidden. He seems to be part of the tree. Can you name
other creatures whose color hides them? What about white polar bears? What
about striped tigers? What about little green frogs? What about snakes?

Answer the questions below: (Speaking practice )
1. What color was the sunset?

2. What time of day do lions like to hunt?

3. Why was the zebra safe?

4. How does the zebra use its colors?
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